Love at First Launch
Designing a great first launch experience
Session 816

Vince Lane, Designer
First impressions matter
iTravel

What’s New

Version 2.0

We’ve made it even easier to find the perfect destination. Introducing AI-powered search, featuring proactive search suggestions.
Welcome to iTravel

Log in with Facebook
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The Church Palace
Rome, Italy
$154
$75/nt
4 days left
Save +

Agata Nusa Dua
Bali, Indonesia
$270
$105/nt
4 days left
Save +
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Teach through interaction

Delay requests for more data
Dial your number by tapping these buttons
Tap here to place your call
La liste à faire qui vous aide à prendre de bonnes habitudes.
Streaks fonctionne avec l'appli Santé pour vous aider à atteindre vos objectifs de mise en forme.

Automatiquement
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Jeff Pollard
May 28, 2017 at 09:55

RMNP Hike Out
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getting better at figuring out pacing

d  4.4 mi  9:15 /mi  1
Resume

Name: Evening Ride

Sport: Ride

Bike: Cervelo S5

Commuting

Description

Share your activity data with Health

Hide from segment leaderboards
Your efforts during this activity will not appear on public segment leaderboards.
Connect Contacts
Find friends on Strava in your phone’s contact list

Connect Securely
Transit • Real-Time App for Bus, Subway...
Transit App, Inc.

3.5 ★★★★☆ 154 Ratings  #3 Navigation  4+

What's New
Version 4.1.6 Apr 10
NEW: tweaked a thing!!!
NEW: added a gizmo!!!
NEW: fixed a pixel!!!
Allow “Transit” to access your location while you use the app?

Your location will be used to fetch nearby stops and routes.

Don’t Allow  Allow
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